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As I was leaving work, with my coffee in hand, I heard It again. They were talking about 

It, the murder, the heroism and the 37 others. Then at that same instance, his name was spoken. 

Just as another name would be, but to me it had so much meaning. John Keith. The name only 

brings the memories that were burned into the layers of my mind rushing forward.  I no longer 

can handle the daily routines of living, or even going to work, too many people talk about It.  I 

want to leave and no longer look back, who is going to miss me? My only foundation was him. 

Everyday something or someone harks back the memory of that terrible melancholy day. 

 I saw the crowd of people, at first I assumed nothing of it, it was another day in the life of 

chaotic New York, but then I noticed the shinning pulsating light of the police cruisers along 

with the untainted white doors of an ambulance. I started walking forward, moving with the 

crowd to try and uncover the obscurity of what was going on. People stopped moving, realizing 

it was unsafe. I had to move forward because I knew my husband was not home yet and did not 

answer my three calls. A nervous reaction occurred to me, why didn’t John call me? Possibilities 

of horrid incidents were streaming in my mind, “He usually answers my call, why would he not 

today?” I did not think any of the corrupt terrifying possibilities could actually be true. John was 

a responsible man, he knows the boundaries of life. As I approached the barrier shaking, having 

spasms of annexation I saw Medical personal were crowing around one man, who was covered 

in blood. I saw him laying there, not sure of what happened. Then I noticed a pocket watch 

falling out of his pocket. A cobalt colored rim and numbers looking like they were centuries old, 

connected to a gold chain. The watch John took every day to work; that I wanted so badly to 

replace with a new, modern wrist watch because I thought it was silly looking. Connected to that 



watch was a man I once loved laying quiet with eyes in a meaningless trance. My husband lying 

there, surrounded by people who lost hope.  I did not believe it; I would not allow myself to 

believe it. It could not be true, the only person I had loved with the entirely of my heart, lying 

cold and motionless like a rock, buried under layers of earth, to never surface again.  

Every moment of everyday I saw him within some aspect of my life. I had to run, go to a 

new place with new people who had no idea of my true identity.  

The wife of John Keith, the hero of the Withermore Crisis. He gave his life to save 37 others. He 

took down the gunman but was shot in his endeavor. 

When I saw his body I knew right away, he would not have thrown his life away without 

meaning. He had to help the others, sacrifice his life in hope that others would flourish 

indefinitely because of him. Such an honorable man but he never thought of the people who 

would miss him. The selfish people, such as I, that have wished countless times someone else 

could have perished instead of him. My identity follows me, everywhere. People find out, and 

then I run. Countless times I have become accustomed to the routine of leaving; no 

communication means no pain. So I run. I have no connection to my coworkers; they are always 

the worst to deal with. Asking question I do not know how to answer or would even want to 

answer if I could.  I am not a hero. Do not treat me as if I am, I want no pity from you.  John 

deserves more respect than this. He deserves more than small talk around coffee break at work, 

he should not be a topic of discussion in school, or a small news article. He should warrant 

something more, more than respect. Reverence to the highest degree. 

Withermore, New York. 38 people stuck inside the subway. Two, only two gun men were 

controlling it all. Anthony Webster and Thomas Bavin. They cut off the exit and kept only the 



people who were already in the subway. Holding all hostage. Police surrounding, making 

barriers, a standstill. John Keith took down Thomas Bavin as Thomas Bavin turned his back 

breaking the barriers of the serge. As Thomas Bavin went down, Anthony Webster fired once 

from his rifle, a SG 550 used in war. Shot John Keith dead in the lung, killing him in the matter 

of minutes. Blood being coughed up, swallowing nothing, not being able to hold any amount of 

oxygen that one needs to live. 

  John gave his life up, for the 37 others, a list of names, memorized by me. Names that 

mean so much. All have tried to contact me; all have tried to comfort me. But, none have 

achieved.  I just run, far and wide.  Run away from it all in attempt to obliterate the memory of 

John Keith.  

By, John Keith taking the bullet, it gave police the second needed to eliminate Anthony Webster.  

Three men killed. Two of which had no morals, and one of whose name will be forever 

remembered. 

 I broke through the barrier. As I ran, I ran toward it, I ran to him as fast as I could. I got there 

and I was too late. I picked up John’s father’s watch and took it, knowing the body would soon 

be taken away so innocent eyes would not be damaged , taking the object that was held so close 

to him in the moment before he took a step towards death. I shattered, I broke, split and cracked 

into 38 pieces, one much bigger than the others, a shape of a  circular object with a broken lens, 

numbers surrounding and a chain raping around, a place where my heart existed at some point 

of my existence, a time when I had my John. Never have I shown as much emotion as I did when 

I saw John for the last time. In that instance I did not run, it was the last moment of my life that I 

froze. The only movement that mattered as the tears streamed down my face. 



After the wake, after the funeral, I went home, packed then ran, because now my life had no 

meaning. 

Still, everyday my past caches up with me. But still I run. The image of John Keith will 

forever be scorch on my mind.  I avoid it all costs, I am not the same person that I was; I loved 

and I was one to venture for happiness. But now, Love in my mind is not an emotion but a false 

conception.  I do not feel it anymore. I am numb, no longer do I try, and no longer do I look for a 

source of bliss because the only foundation of anything in me left when he did.  For now I just 

run from it all, I run from my memories, I run from my past, I run from the people trying to help, 

and I run from John Keith.  

 


